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I
Introduction

IN underdeveloped rural areas it is very
often observed that tenancy contracts are
interlocked with transactions in other
markets like credit, labour and marketing
of crop produce. The implications of
interlinking of factor markets and its
repercussion on farm economy are viewed
differently by the neoclassicals and the
Marxists. Bharadwaj (1974), in the Marx-
ist tradition argues that due to the
interlinked nature of transactions, the neo-
classical individualist market framework
is not applicable to the sort of multiple
exchanges observed in backward agricul-
ture. And she suggests an alternative
classical Marxist framework to explain
the interlinked deals in terms of surplus
extraction. Bharadwaj (1974:4) notes that
“such interlinking of markets increases
the exploitative power of the stronger
sections because, while there could be
limits to exploitation in any one market
– due to traditions or conventions – or due
to economic factors, the interpenetration
of markets allows them to disperse exploi-
tation over the different markets and to
phase out exploitation over time as well.”

For a neat exposition of Marxist inter-
pretation of interlinkage Bhaduri’s (1983a)
model of interlinked tenancy and credit
contract may be cited. Bhaduri argues that
in backward agriculture the market forces
are incipient and not adequately devel-
oped. This inadequately developed mar-
ket forms the basis of pre-capitalist or
semi-feudalistic exploitation. Bhaduri
points out that the involvement of peas-
ants in market transactions is not triggered
by the motive of ‘gains from trade’ but
under compulsion of subsistence consump-
tion needs which are to be met by entering
into loan transactions with the dominant

party. The simultaneous operation of two
methods of surplus extraction in the form
of rent as well as usurious extraction tends
to increase the total claims on the peasant’s
produce by the expropriating class. Thus
by interlinking the credit and land market,
the landowner wields semi-feudalistic
power over the tenant and brings the tenant
under his perpetual control subjugating
him to a kind of serfdom. Thus Bhaduri’s
view resembles the classical form where
the pre-capitalist relations are a direct
relationship of domination and subordi-
nation between the ruling classes and direct
producers unmediated through the market
and they are thus characterised by extra-
economic coercion.

Bardhan (1984), a noted exponent of the
neoclassical approach contradicts
Bhaduri’s view and emphasises that even
though organised markets are not fully
developed, economic propositions regard-
ing rural transactions based on market
imperfection will not be far from reality.
Bardhan asserts that interlinkage reinforces
the impact of imperfection in each market.
Interlinked personalised transactions by
their very nature act as a formidable barrier
to entry for third parties and is thus a
source of additional monopoly power for
the dominant partner in such transactions.
Interlinking of transactions in different
markets is also a very effective way for
the dominant party to avoid social or legal
controls or charging high prices if control
on prices is not uniform in all markets or
prices adjust at different speed in different
markets. He emphasises that the neoclas-
sical tools to explain and study the impact
of market imperfections can be used to
study interlinked transactions in backward
agriculture.

In contrast to Bhaduri, Bardhan does not
have such a pessimistic view of interlinked
contracts. In explaining the existence of

attached labourer arrangement, for ex-
ample, Bardhan (1984) notes that it is “the
employee’s need for job security and the
employer’s need for a dependable and
readily available source of labour supply
and not feudal subordination that provides
the major motivation for a predominantly
market relationship between the attached
labourer and his master”. Thus, the relation-
ship is viewed as symbiotic rather than a
dominant-depressed class relationship.
With this theoretical underpinning, in the
following sections we attempt to analyse
the kind of interlinked contracts observed
in our study villages to examine the ap-
plicability of the neoclassical and the
Marxist approach to interlinkage.

I I
Interlinked Tenancy and Credit

Transactions

The role of tenancy as a credit system,
i e, the landlord providing production loans
to the resource poor tenants to undertake
cultivation has been emphasised by many
starting from classical writers like Smith
(1969:490), Turgot to neoclassicists like
Marshall (1961:644); Braverman and
Stiglitz (1982) and Marx (1974) as well.
Also, a tenant receiving consumption loan
from the landowner at times of need and
thus tenancy acting as an insurance against
hunger has been depicted by Scott
(1976:46) in his moral economy approach
to village production relations.

In our study villages, some of the ten-
ants are found to borrow from their lessors
(Table 1). As a result, the land, labour and
credit contracts get interlocked. In
Charapara a pure tenant has borrowed
Rs 1,000 from the landowner to incur ex-
penses on the funeral ceremony of his
father. The interest rate charged on the
loan is extremely high at 60 per cent
per annum and the contract is that the
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principal amount along with the interest
will be repaid in terms of labour on the
lessor’s field. Usually when a loan is repaid
in terms of labour the wage payment that
is being adjusted towards loan repayment
is calculated at a lower wage rate than the
prevailing market rate, i e, Rs 8 per day
when the prevailing wage rate is Rs 10
per day. Thus, it involves additional
implicit interest charges. It is to be noted
that the minimum wage rate for unskilled
agricultural labourers as declared by the
government of Orissa was then Rs 25 per
day.

In Harinababi a part-tenant has bor-
rowed Rs 400 from his lessor for culti-
vation. Here the contract is that he will
repay the loan in terms of paddy at the
market price just after harvest. As the
harvest price of paddy is low, an implicit
interest is charged. In the non-irrigated
village Sandhagaon one part-tenant and
two pure tenants have borrowed from their
lessors. The part-tenant had borrowed
Rs 50 which he repaid in cash by selling
straw. Two pure tenants have borrowed
Rs 200 and Rs 300 at 60 per cent interest
rate which they will repay in terms of
labour.

From all the above instances it is found
that the loans from the lessors are not
interest free. And the interest rates charged
whether explicit or implicit are quite high.
Moreover, the landowners who are having
additional sources of income from salary
or small business other than agriculture
are lending to the tenants.

In backward agriculture the interest rates
charged on privately made loans are often
exorbitant. Table 2 shows that the interest
rate when charged explicitly is extremely
high, i e, either 60 per cent or 120 per cent,
whereas the interest rate in the formal
sector is only 12 per cent. The reasons for
usurious interest rates prevailing in back-
ward agriculture have been probed by
many economists. The different viewpoints
can broadly be categorised into three
schools of thought, viz, the lenders’ risk
hypothesis, the default hypothesis and the
theory of interlinkage.

According to the lender’s risk hypoth-
esis propounded by Bottomley (1963),
while advancing loans the lender faces the
risk of default and the lender has to add
a premium to the opportunity cost of money
to cover the likely loss of capital due to
default. Once this risk of default is taken
into account, the effective interest rate
may turn out to be no higher than its
counterpart in the organised sector. Con-
sequently there is no real room for arbitrage
and high interest rates persist unabated.
But this lender’s risk hypothesis has been

vehemently criticised as the moneylender
is always the dominant party in the loan
transaction because of his large resource
base and monopoly position. In the spe-
cific power relations that prevail in village
communities, it is very unlikely that the
borrower can default the loan and go
scotfree. Thus the lender’s risk is more
myth than reality and the lender is rational
enough to extend loans only against col-
lateral kept as security. And in case the
borrower defaults, the collateral is confis-
cated by the lender.

Knowledge of this social fact prompted
Bhaduri (1977) to expound his ‘default
hypothesis’ which says that the lender
deliberately raises the interest rate to cause
default and confiscates the collateral kept
as security. In Bhaduri’s model the es-
sence of usurious extraction lies in under-
valuation of collateral. Here the concept
of interlinkage creeps in through the back
door, though Bhaduri (1977) has nowhere
explicitly considered interlinkage in his
model. In Bhaduri’s schema credit market
is characterised by risk of default, there
is a tendency for the credit market to be
interlinked with the asset market to pro-
vide insurance against risk of default
[Swain 1986]. Rao (1980) questions the
theoretical adequacy of Bhaduri’s model
on the ground that it fails to capture the
essence of credit phenomenon in back-
ward agriculture by focusing on exchange
categories rather than production relations
or real power relations. In Bhaduri’s model
the limits to credit relation are set not by
personal or class power but by organised
credit market. Rao (1980) in the typical
Marxist tradition argues that the economic
power relations between borrowers and
lenders are the chief determinants of the
interest rates on credit transactions in rural
areas. The distinction between lenders as
a group and borrowers as a group is a class
distinction reflecting unequal distribution
of control over the means of production
and subsistence.

In our study villages different types of

linked credit contracts are observed as
shown in Table 3. In village Charapara it
was found that four years back an MF had
borrowed Rs 800 by mortgaging 0.64 acres
of non-irrigated land with a large farmer
of the nearby village which he has not yet
been able to repay. The condition was that
when he repays the loan, he would get
back his land. As long as full repayment
of the loan has not been made, the lender
cultivates the land and retains the crop
produce as interest charged towards the
loan.

By contrast, in the non-irrigated village
Sandhagaon a landless pure tenant is found
to advance Rs 700 to the landowner with
the stipulation that he will cultivate the
landowner’s 2 acres of land and retain the
entire crop produce until the landowner
repays the loan in full. And he is culti-
vating the land for the last four years. The
occurrence of this type of reverse usufruc-
tuary mortgage in dry land areas is also
mentioned by Jodha (1981) and Srivastava
(1989a). Another case of interlinked asset
and credit contract is also observed in this
village. A landless casual labourer has
borrowed Rs 1,500 by placing his gold
necklace as collateral near a large farmer
in the nearby village. The market value
of the necklace will be about Rs 3,000 and
he is permitted to borrow up to Rs 1,500,
i e, half of its price. He is also charged
60 per cent interest rate. When he repays
the loan, he will get back his necklace.
Thus in an hour of need the village poor
mortgage whatever assets they possess to
get a loan. Whereas the landed classes are
found to borrow from institutional sources
like commercial banks and co-operatives
against gold or land kept as collateral, the
rural poor do not have such access. It is
the poverty of the resource poor house-
holds that compels them to borrow from
private sources even at usurious interest
rates.

However, no landless poor households
reported losing land due to non-repay-
ment of loan excepting one case witnessed

TABLE 1: LINKED TENANCY CONTRACTS

Village/ Sl Borrowing Amount Interest Purpose Mode of Years Lessor’s
Category No from Repaid Rate of Repay- with Income

Lessor Per Cent Borrowing ment Lessor Source
(Rs) (Rs) Per Year

Charapara
PT 1 1000 – 60 ceremonial labour 4 C and S

Harinababi
OT 1 400 – – cultivation crop 5 C

Sandhagaon
OT 1 50 50 – cultivation cash 10 S
PT 2 200 – 60 ceremonial labour 10 C and S
PT 3 300 – 60 consumption labour 1 C and S

Note: C - Cultivation; S - Salary.
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in Charapara. In Charapara all the landless
scheduled castes reported that their ances-
tors did not own any cultivable land. Only
one higher caste widow in Charapara said
that 50 years back she lost her entire holding
as the moneylender confiscated all of her
land due to non-repayment of loan. This
agriculturist moneylender and his younger
brother together had owned about 45 acres
of land. Due to disintegration of joint
family when the land was divided each
inherited 22.5 acres of land. After their
death the land was further divided among
their sons. One had five sons and the other
brother had three sons. Thus ultimately
the landholding size of the present heirs
come to less than 7 acres per household.
All of their family members are settled in
cities and they are now selling their land.
Thus the offspring of big farmers are
gradually becoming detached from culti-
vation. Due to population growth, Hindu
law of inheritance and sub-division of
landholding, the average operational
holding size is gradually declining. As a
result, large farmers having enough sur-
plus to engage in usury are rarely found
in the villages. Thus a Bhaduri-type ex-
ploitative moneylender is no longer found
in the villages under study though in the
past such a class did exist. There are many
novels in Oriya depicting the exploitative
character of the zamindari class [Pati 1992]
but that class no longer exists.

Recently there has been a spurt of lit-
erature on interlinkage which propounds
that if no interest rate is charged this does
not mean an absence of usury, since there
may be implicit interest charge in the form
of a lower wage payment or purchase of
crops at less than the ruling market price
from the borrower. In order to examine
this, according to the mode of charging
interest we have divided private loans into
three categories: with explicit interest,
implicit interest and zero interest.

Table 2 shows that in the case of the
landowning class a major proportion of
loan is from friends and relatives, where
no interest rate is charged. Usually a
landowner borrows from his relatives and
friends at the time of his daughter’s
marriage. But in the case of landless
labourers and pure tenants the loans are
charged either explicit or implicit interest.
In Sandhagaon a significant proportion of
borrowing by the landless class are charged
at a zero interest rate. But the fact is that
they have borrowed from a shopkeeper
from the nearby village from whom they
buy all their groceries. This loan from the
shopkeeper may be interpreted as having
implicit interest charges. Because only the
regular customers of the shopkeeper are

eligible to get loans. And the shopkeeper
charges higher prices, about 10 to 15 per
cent higher than the prices charged by
nearby town shops.

I I I
Interlikage between Labour

and Credit

In backward agriculture, the boundaries
of the village labour market are often
narrowly delimited and heavily depen-
dent on social and territorial affinities.
Personal knowledge of the employers in
relation to the work capacity, reliability
and trustworthiness of particular labourers
plays a crucial role in hiring labour
[Bardhan and Rudra 1985]. These affini-
ties are often cemented by relationship of
regular consumption credit, provision of
rent-free land or homestead land and wage
advances. In the absence of any developed
market for credit and insurance these
interlinked transactions act as an imper-
fect substitute and perpetuate the territo-
rial segmentation of the labour market
even in adjacent areas. In this section we
will analyse loans linked with labour,
employment of semi-attached labourers
and farm servants in our study villages.

Table 3 shows that in village Charapara
landless labourers have taken loans of
Rs 1,850 against the promise of future
labour in the lender’s field. When a labourer
repays loans in terms of labour he is paid
a lower wage than the prevailing market
wage rate and thus implicit interest is
charged. In Sandhagaon also a landless
casual labourer has taken a loan of Rs 150
which he will repay in terms of labour.

The landless class possess only their labour
which they can pledge to get a loan.

Attached labourers are found only in the
irrigated villages. In the irrigated villages,
as agricultural operations are undertaken
throughout the year and availability of
labour is an acute problem at peak periods,
the medium and large farmers prefer to
make labour tying arrangements with the
labourers by providing them land for
cultivation or homestead land, so that the
labourer is compelled to work for the
employer when the employer is in need
of his service. The labourer is paid wages
for the days he works for the employer.
Details regarding attached labourers are
given in Table 4. The contract is usually
agreed in the month of March and for one
year which may be renewed after comple-
tion of the year. The landowner provides
some homestead land or land for cultiva-
tion to the labourer for the period of
contract, for which the labourer becomes
attached to the employer. If the contract
is not renewed or violated then the land-
owner takes back the land. The attached
labourer can cultivate his own land only
when his employer does not have enough
work for him.

The attached labourers are paid a wage
rate less than the prevailing wage rate. As
the table shows, the wage rate varies from
individual to individual. The wage rate
increases with years of employment. The
attached labourer who has remained at-
tached for the last 30 years is receiving
a daily wage of Rs 10 whereas others get
Rs 8 or Rs 9 per day, as against the
prevailing wage rate of Rs 12 per day. The

TABLE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF PRIVATE LOAN BY INTEREST CHARGED AND FARMER CLASS

(Rupees)

Village/ Total Explicit Interest Implicit Zero
Category Private Interest Rate Per Cent Interest Interest

Loan Charged Per Annum Charged Charged

Charapara
MF 21,800 6,000 60 800 15,000
SF 23,000 3,000 120 – 20,000
MDF 17,000 – – – 17,000
LF – – – – –
PT 1,400 1,000 60 – 400
LL 1,950 – – 1,850 100
Others 40 40 120
Total 65,190 10,040 2,650 52,500

Harinababi
MF 10,200 – – 200 10,000
SF 400 – – 400 –
MDF 700 700 60 – –
Total 11,300 700 600 10,000

Sandhagaon
MF 3,000 – – – 3,000
SF – – – – –
MDF – – – – –
PT 12,300 1,300 60 – 11,000
LL 6,550 5,200 60 150 1,200
Others 3,000 – – – 3,000
Total 24,850 6,500 – 150 18,200
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attached labourers reported an increase of
Re 1 in wage rate over last year. In a year
they work for the employer for about 300
days. When the employer does not have
enough work, the attached labourer has
the freedom to work for other employers.
In Charapara one attached labourer is paid
in kind for 200 days. The cash equivalent
of paddy that he gets as wage is Rs 8.50
per day. Nowadays the attached labourers
prefer to be paid in cash as cash readily
buys rice from the market whereas they
have to prepare chaula (uncooked rice)
from paddy. In Harinababi one MDF has
kept an attached labourer and he is paid
Rs 300 in addition to his usual daily wage
but no land is allotted to him.

The attached labourers usually borrow
from their employers at the time of their
need either in cash or in kind and repay
it in terms of labour at the usual wage rate
in which they are paid. In the table it is
shown that two attached labourers have
borrowed Rs 200 and Rs 600 which they
have repaid in terms of labour. One at-
tached labourer takes an advance in kind
(paddy) from the employer which he repays
in terms of labour.

Prior to their present employment all the
attached labourers were working as casual
labourers. All of them reported that their
other family members (like wife or father)
are working under their employers as casual
labourers. Engaging of attached labourers
has decreased whereas the employment of
farm servants or fully attached labourers
is on the increase. This is because the
resident labourers are no longer interested
in labour tying arrangements with land-
owners, as they are getting work round the
year. The big farmers keep farm servants
to get dependable labour at any hour of the
day. The arrangements regarding employ-
ment of farm servants are discussed below.

The big farmers sometimes advance
loans to some labourers to buy their loy-
alty and to avert their group assertiveness
in collective bargaining. In this regard
Bhalla’s (1976) study in Haryana reveals
that the landowners employ some trust-
worthy workers as permanently attached
labourers who supervise the work of casual
labourers and this arrangement works as
a check on class solidarity. These workers
who are willing to make required
behavioural adjustments are paid wages
above their marginal products as tied rent
or ability rent.

Findings regarding farm servant par-
ticulars in our study villages are
summarised in Table 5. In Charapara and
Harinababi the medium and large farmer
owner cultivators keep farm servants to
get dependable labour supply at their beck

and call. Usually a big farmer keeps an
attached labourer, a farm servant and a
cowherd to get dependable labour supply.
The table reveals that out of nine farm
servants five are from tribal areas and are
scheduled tribes. All of these immigrants
from tribal areas have owned land (non-
irrigated) in their native place. But they
have migrated to irrigated areas; because
their native place is droughtprone and
what they produce is insufficient for their
consumption requirements. Wage employ-
ment, moreover, is not available. All of
them have come from one district,
Keonjhar, as the first immigrant gradually
brings his friends and relatives to be
employed in the village.

The contract is made for one year. In
the case of immigrant tribals the period
of contract is from January to January as
in their native place a new year starts from
a festival called ‘Makara’ which falls in
the month of January. But the local farm
servants are employed from March to
March when agricultural operations for
kharif paddy start. The immigrant farm
servants stay in the landowner’s house and
their maintenance expenses are borne by
the employer. Also, they are paid salaries
varying from Rs 1,000 to Rs 1,800 per
annum. The farm servants who are asso-
ciated with a single employer for many
years are paid more and every year their
salary increases by about Rs 100. They
usually work for 10 hours a day which
includes field and domestic work. Some-
times they supervise the work of the casual
labourers. All the employers of farm

servants have extra income other than
cultivation like professional, salary, re-
mittances and pension, etc. The native
farm servants usually take cash advances
at the beginning of the contract year which
they repay in terms of labour. But immi-
grant tribals are paid after the completion
of contract period. The farm servants are
given clothing twice in a year on the main
Oriya festivals ‘Raja’ and ‘Dussehra’.

In the case of the non-irrigated village
Sandhagaon even marginal farmers and
landless tenants who have other sources
of income keep farm servants. These
servants are called as ‘halia’(ploughmen).
The contract is made from March to March
and in most cases salary is fixed on a
monthly basis in contrast to the annual
payment made in the irrigated villages. As
the employers are salary holders they
engage farm servants to undertake agri-
cultural operations and also to supervise
the work of other hired casual labourers.
In Sandhagaon five out of six farm ser-
vants are immigrants from jungle areas
and four of them have possessed land in
their native places. They also cite the same
reason as the farm servants of irrigated
villages for their migration. But interest-
ingly one of them reported that in his
native place he had borrowed Rs 1,000
from a private moneylender at 60 per cent
interest to buy a young bullock. In order
to repay the loan he has migrated to this
village to earn money. Thus, exploitation
in one village has its repercussion on
another village and shapes production
relations in the target village.

TABLE 3: DISTRIBUTION OF COMMERCIAL PRIVATE LOAN AMONG DIFFERENT LINKED TRANSACTIONS

BY FARMER CLASS
(Rupees)

Village/ Commercial Linked Per Cent of Linked Linked Linked Linked
Category Private Loan Total with with with with

Loan Tenancy Labour Asset Produce

Charapara
MF 6,800 800 11.8 – – 800 –
SF 3,000 – – – – – –
MDF – – – – – –
LF – – – – – – –
PT 1,000 1,000 100.0 1,000 – – –
LL 1,850 1,850 100.0 – 1,850 – –
Others 40 – – – – – –
Total 12,690 3,650 28.8 1,000 1,850 800 –

Harinababi
MF 200 200 100.0 – – – 200
SF 400 400 100.0 400 – – –
MDF 700 – – – – – –
Total 1,300 600 46.2 400 – – 200

Sandhagaon
MF – – – – – – –
SF – – – – – – –
MDF – – – – – – –
PT 1,300 1,300 – – – – –
LCL 5,350 1,650 – – 150 1,500 –
Others – – – – – – –
Total 6,650 2,950 – – 150 1,500 –
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This particular instance made the author
speculate that interlinked transactions may
be observed in a particular place not
because of existence of poverty or unequal
exchange relationship in that particular
area but because of prevalence of poverty
somewhere else. For example, in Punjab
the employment of farm servants is on the
increase and most of these farm servants
are immigrants from backward and poor
states like Orissa and Madhya Pradesh.
Jobbers having connections with big farm-
ers in Punjab regularly come to the
droughtprone villages in Orissa and ad-
vance loans to the family members of the
labourer who is contracted to work in
Punjab for one year. In Punjab the labourers
are given a fixed ration per week and no
cash and they are compelled to work hard.
Thus poverty in Orissa helps in the per-
petuation of interlinked transactions in
Punjab.

Likewise in our study area landowners
from the irrigated villages go to tribal
areas in quest of farm servants and the ex-

resident farm servants have now become
casual labourers. Also the landowners are
no more interested in keeping resident
farm servants as they do not stay in the
landowner’s house and hence are not
available at all times. During our survey
many large farmers were found to grumble
that the resident farm servants sometimes
do not come to work on the pretext of
illness when they are actually doing other
highly paid work in marriage ceremonies.
Also, marginal farmers who were tenants
and are now hiring out labour in Charapara
and Harinababi have migrated to Calcutta
and are employed there in unskilled manual
work as gardeners, cleaners and watch-
men in private companies. There they do
not have any job security and the company
did not pay them their full salary even
once as it incurred a loss. Therefore, inter-
linkage is no more to be considered as an
intravillage phenomenon. With overall
development and with the improvement
in transport and communication facilities
the mobility of the depressed class has of

course increased but from one set of
exploitation they enter into another at a
different place and thus interlinkage has
crossed village boundaries. In a vast
country like India there is large scope for
migration and as long as unbalanced re-
gional development and inequality remain
interlinkage will occur.

I V
Interlinkage between Credit

and Produce

In underdeveloped rural areas returns
from cultivation are often low and insuf-
ficient for internal financing. Institutional
finance hardly meets the credit require-
ments of the farmers. As a result private
trader-lenders are emerging in the vil-
lages. Usually, the trader-moneylenders
advance loans for the cultivation of cash
crops like jute at the time of sowing or
transplanting with the condition that after
harvest the cultivator will sell the crop to
the lender at a predetermined price irre-
spective of the market price. Conditions

TABLE 4 : ATTACHED LABOUR DETAILS: IRRIGATED VILLAGES

Caste Residence Wage Wage Days Loan Amount Mode Years Previous Given by Employer’s
Cash Kind Working From Repaid of Employed Occupa- Employer Operational

(Rs/Day) Paddy Per Year Employer (Rs) Payment tion Land Homestead Holding
(Kgs) (Rs) (Acres) (Acres) (Acres)

Charapara
SC R 8 – 300 200 200 labour 1 CL 0.24 – 16.50
SC AV 10 5* 300 * * – labour 30 CL 0.28 – 14.52
SC R 9 – 300 600 300 labour 2 CL – 0.28 11.52

Harinababi
SC AV 9 – 300 – – – 2 CL Rs 300 – 6.00

Notes : * Cash equivalent of paddy is Rs.8.50 per day, he is paid in kind for about 200 days.
* * He takes advances in kind which he repays in terms of labour at the usual wage rate.

R: Resides in the village; AV: Resides in adjacent village.

TABLE 5 : FARM SERVANT PARTICULARS

Caste Owned Resi- Immigrant from  (Kms) Annual Advance Years Previous Employer Details
Land NI dence Salary Taken Emp- Occupa- Farmer Farmer Operational Extra
(Acres) 0-50 50-100 +100 (Rs) (Rs) loyed tion Category Class Holding Income

Charapara
*1 SC – AV – – – 1,500 300 1 DS OC LF 17.50 PR
*2 SC – R –  –  – 960 – 1 – OC LF 17.50  PR
3 ST 5.00 – –  – y 1,800 – 13 – OC LF 14.52 RM
4 ST 6.00 – –  –  y 1,000 – 1 AL OC MDF 6.84 P, RM
5 SF 3.50 – –  –  y 1,600 – 3 FS OC LF 16.50 SE, RM
6 SC – R – – – 1,800 350 1 FS OC LF 12.00 SE, RM
7 SC – R –  – – 1,200 1,000 4 CL OC LF 12.00 S, RM
Harinababi
1 ST 3.00 – –  –  y 1,400 – 2 FS OC MDF 5.00
2 ST 3.00 – – –  y 1,200 – 1 FS OC MDF 5.50
Sandhagaon
1 SC 2.00 –  y – – 1,800 * * 2 FS OC SF 4.00 S
2 SC 1.50 – – y – 1,920 – 3 CL OC SF 4.00 S
3 SC 1.00 – y  –  – 1,600 – 1 CL PT – 2.00 P, W
4 SC – – y –  – 1,300 – 1 – TO MF 2.98 S, W
5 SC – R –  –  – 500 – 1 CL OC MDF 5.50 S
6 SC 2.00 – – y  – 1,800 – 1 FS OT MF 3.00  –

Notes :* Both of them are working under one employer.
** They take loans which are being adjusted towards their salary.
S service; P pension; RM remittance; SE self-employment; PR professional; W wage; DS domestic servant.
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vary with regard to interest payment.
In our investigation only one respon-

dent, a small farmer owner tenant in vil-
lage Harinababi, reported borrowing from
a trader-moneylender. He had borrowed
Rs 200 from the trader for two months.
And after the harvest he repaid the prin-
cipal loan amount in terms of jute at the
prevailing market price but towards inter-
est he paid 2 kgs jute per principal amount
of Rs 100. As the price of jute was Rs 380
per quintal, interest for Rs 100 was Rs 7.60
for two months. So the interest rate per
annum was 45.6 per cent. But here the
borrower is compelled to sell just after
harvest when the price is low. To that
extent there is further implicit interest
charged.

It is to be noted that 10 years back there
were many trader-moneylenders in these
villages advancing loans for cultivation of
jute. In 1982-83 the price of jute increased
sharply to Rs 1,000 per quintal as demand
for jute increased due to floods in West
Bengal. The farmers expecting high price
started cultivating jute the next year but
the price almost halved to Rs 500 per
quintal. The price of jute is volatile in
nature. Gradually there is decreasing
demand for jute as the gunny bags are now
being replaced by plastic and paper bags.
Therefore, in Charapara farmers are not
cultivating jute. Moreover, almost all the
cultivator households have some supple-
mentary income like remittance income or
salary income so that they no longer go
to the trader-moneylenders to borrow for
cultivation purposes.

In Harinababi a tenant has borrowed
Rs 400 from his lessor which he will repay
in terms of paddy just after harvest at the
prevailing market price. As the price of
paddy is quite low at harvest time, it is
again equivalent to charging of implicit
interest rate.

V
Conclusion

It is observed that interlinked transac-
tions are more prevalent in irrigated vil-
lages than the non-irrigated village. The
tenants, attached labourers and farm ser-
vants are subject to exploitation as the
interest rate charged either explicitly or
implicitly is found to be exorbitant, wages
paid to the workers are low and the mini-
mum wage declared by the government
is not paid to the labourers. The labour
tying arrangements here are in sharp
contrast to the free labour found in capi-
talist agriculture. The relationship between
the employer and the employee is not a
symbiotic relationship as Bardhan pre-
sumes. Rather it resembles a dominant and

dependent relationship where the
landowning class has the upper hand.
Through different contrived ways the
landowning class extract surplus from the
poor peasants. The modality is different
from that observed in a feudalistic society
characterised by extraeconomic coercion.
There is considerable variation in wages
with regard to status of the farm servant
(resident or immigrant) and also wages
increase with period of association with
the employer.

The mode of exploitation is always
defined with respect to a stage of historical
development of a society. Bhaduri’s model
of interlinkage between usury and tenancy
is perfectly applicable to Orissa under
British rule when a ‘zamindari’ class with
large landed estates spread over a number
of villages dominated village society and
were mainly a rentier class. The environ-
ment and colonial state policy then were
not congenial for cultivation by this group
[Padhi 1985]. Therefore, they tried to
increase their hold over the peasants by
combining usury with tenancy. In the
changed circumstances of contemporary
Orissa such explanations of agricultural
stagnation are not tenable. No such class
exists now. Implementation of Orissa
Estates Abolition Act (1952), ceiling on
land, sub-division of family holding due
to law of inheritance, disintegration of the
joint family system and pressure of grow-
ing population on limited land have com-
bined to produce a levelling down in
landholding size in Orissa. Accumulation
of land in the hands of rich peasants or
class polarisation is not at all visible.

Our analysis shows that the Marxist
approach though more appropriate in ex-
plaining interlinkage than the neoclassical
approach, is not sufficient and needs to
be supplemented by an overarching macro
framework so that the persistence of ten-
ancy and the emergence of interlinked
deals can be adequately explained. In this
respect we have emphasised the migration
aspect which has not been given the at-
tention it deserves. Migration provides a
solution to some of the puzzling issues
like persistence of interlinkage being
consistent with the development of mar-
ket forces.

We emphasise that power relations do
not remain constant and that with change
in macro variables and other economic
forces the power structure is itself changed.
Thus, for example, the law of inheritance
and disintegration of joint family system
appear to have resulted in no large farmers
having substantial surpluses, while due to
improved transport and communication
facilities the oppressed class has itself

migrated, giving place to another set of
immigrants from remote tribal areas.

Tenancy and interlinkage can be better
explained by the Marxist approach but
when enmeshed in a macro framework
attempting to study the changing power
relation with respect to changes in macro
variables like overall population growth,
the unemployment rate, the rate of
industrialisation, unbalanced regional
development and other economic factors
like migration caused by overall develop-
ment. Historical antecedents and the role
of the state should also be integrated to
the analysis to provide a holistic view.

To sum up, our study reveals that inter-
linkage clearly exists in the sample vil-
lages. But it is not to be considered as a
dominant set of relationship as has been
suggested by some Marxist writers. The
role of migration in the persistence of
interlinkage is significant and needs to be
emphasised and incorporated in theoreti-
cal analysis of interlinkage.
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